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Abstract
We investigate the strong vertices among Λb, nucleon and B meson as well as
Λc, nucleon and D meson in QCD. In particular, we calculate the strong coupling
constants gΛbNB and gΛcND for different Dirac structures entered the calculations. In
the case of ΛcND vertex, the result is compared with the only existing prediction
obtained at Q2 = 0.
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1 Introduction
The last decade has witnessed to significant experimental progresses on the spectrum and
decay products of the hadrons containing heavy quarks. These progresses have been stim-
ulated the theoretical interests on the spectroscopy of these baryons via various methods
(for some of them see [1–11] and references therein). For a better understanding of the
heavy flavor physics, it is also necessary to gain deeper insight into the radiative, strong
and weak decays of the baryons containing a heavy quark. For some of the related studies,
see [12–28] and references therein.
The strong coupling constants are the main ingredients of the strong interactions of
the heavy baryons. To improve our understanding on the strong interactions among the
heavy baryons and other hadrons and gain knowledge about the nature and structure of the
participated particles, one needs the accurate determinations of these coupling constants.
In the present study, we calculate the strong coupling constants gΛbNB and gΛcND within
the framework of the QCD sum rule [29] as one of the most powerful and applicable tools to
hadron physics. These coupling constants are relevant in the bottom and charmed mesons
clouds description of the nucleon which may be used to explain exotic events observed by
different Collaborations. Besides, in order to exactly determine the modifications in the
masses, decay constants and other parameters of the B andD mesons in nuclear medium we
should immediately consider the contributions of the baryons Λb[c] and Σb[c] in the medium
produced by the interactions of B and D mesons with the nucleon, viz.
B−(bu) + p(uud) or n(udd) → Λ0b(udb) or Σ−b (ddb),
D0(cu) + p(uud) or n(udd) → Λ+c ,Σ+c (udc) or Σ0c(ddc). (1)
Hence, we need to know the exact values of the strong coupling constants gΛbNB, gΛcND,
gΣbNB and gΣcND entering the Born term in the calculations [30–34]. Note that, among
these couplings, we have only one approximate prediction for the strong coupling gΛcND in
the literature calculated at zero transferred momentum square taking the Borel masses in
the initial and final channels as the same [19]. We shall also refer to a pioneering work [35],
which estimates the strong coupling constant gNKΛ. Here we should also stress that our
work on the calculation of the strong coupling constants gΣbNB and gΣcND is in progress.
The layout of this article is as follows. The next section presents the details of the cal-
culations of the strong coupling constants under consideration. In section 3, we numerically
analyze the sum rules obtained and discuss the results.
2 The strong coupling form factors
The purpose of the present section is to give the details of the calculations of the coupling
form factors gΛbNB(q
2) and gΛcND(q
2). The values of these form factors at Q2 = −q2 =
−m2B[D] give the strong coupling constants among the participating particles. To fulfill this
aim, the starting point is the usage of the following three-point correlation function:
Π(p, p′, q) = i2
∫
d4x
∫
d4y e−ip·x eip
′·y 〈0|T (JN(y) JB[D](0) J¯Λb[Λc](x)) |0〉, (2)
1
where T denotes the time ordering operator and q = p− p′ is transferred momentum. The
three-point correlation function contains interpolating currents that can be written in terms
of the quark field operators as:
JΛb[Λc](x) = εabcu
aT (x)Cγ5d
b(x)b[c]c(x),
JN(y) = εijk
(
ui
T
(y)Cγµu
j(y)
)
γ5γµd
k(y),
JB[D](0) = u¯(0)γ5b[c](0), (3)
where C is the charge conjugation operator.
The calculation of the three-point correlation function is made via following two different
ways. In the first way, which is called as hadronic side, one calculates it in terms of the
hadronic degrees of freedom. In the second way, which is called as OPE side, it is calculated
in terms of quark and gluon degrees of freedom using the operator product expansion in
deep Euclidean region. These two sides are then matched to obtain the QCD sum rules
for the coupling form factors. We apply a double Borel transformation with respect to the
variables p2 and p′2 to both sides to suppress the contributions of the higher states and
continuum.
The calculation of the hadronic side of the correlation function requires its saturation
with complete sets of appropriate Λb[Λc], B[D] and N hadronic states having the same
quantum numbers as their interpolating currents. This step is followed by performing the
four-integrals over x and y, which leads to
Π(p, p′, q) =
〈0 | JN | N(p′)〉〈0 | JB[D] | B[D](q)〉〈Λb[Λc](p) | J¯Λb[Λc] | 0〉
(p2 −m2Λb[Λc])(p′
2 −m2N)(q2 −m2B[D])
× 〈N(p′)B[D](q) | Λb[Λc](p)〉+ · · · , (4)
where · · · represents the contributions coming from the higher states and continuum. The
matrix elements in this equation are parameterized as
〈0 | JN | N(p′)〉 = λNuN(p′, s′),
〈Λb(p) | J¯Λb[Λc] | 0〉 = λΛb[Λc]u¯Λb[Λc](p, s),
〈0 | JB[D] | B[D](q)〉 = i
m2B[D]fB[D]
mu +mb[c]
,
〈N(p′)B[D](q) | Λb[Λc](p)〉 = gΛbNB[ΛcND]u¯N(p′, s′)iγ5uΛb[Λc](p, s), (5)
where λN and λΛb[Λc] are the residues; and uN and uΛb[Λc] are the spinors for the nucleon and
Λb[Λc] baryon, respectively. In the above equations, fB[D] is the leptonic decay constant of
B[D] meson and gΛbNB[ΛcND] is the strong coupling form factor among Λb[Λc], N and B[D]
particles. The use of Eqs. (5) in Eq. (4) is followed by summing over the spins of the N
and Λb[Λc] baryons, i.e. ∑
s′
uN(p
′, s′)u¯N(p
′, s′) = 6p′ +mN ,∑
s
uΛb[Λc](p, s)u¯Λb[Λc](p, s) = 6p+mΛb[Λc] . (6)
2
As a result, we have
Π(p, p′, q) = i2
m2B[D]fB[D]
mb[c] +mu
λNλΛb[Λc]gΛbNB[ΛcND]
(p2 −m2Λb[Λc])(p′
2 −m2N )(q2 −m2B[D])
×
{
(mNmΛb[Λc] −m2Λb[Λc])γ5 + (mΛb[Λc] −mN) 6pγ5+ 6q 6pγ5 −mΛb[Λc] 6qγ5
}
+ · · · . (7)
The final form of the hadronic side of the correlation function is obtained after the appli-
cation of the double Borel transformation with respect to the initial and final momenta
squared, viz.
B̂Π(q) = i2
m2B[D]fB[D]
mb[c] +mu
λNλΛb[Λc]gΛbNB[ΛcND]
(q2 −m2B[D])
e−
m2
Λb[Λc]
M2 e
−
m2
N
M′
2
×
{
(mNmΛb[Λc] −m2Λb[Λc])γ5 + (mΛb[Λc] −mN ) 6pγ5+ 6q 6pγ5 −mΛb[Λc] 6qγ5
}
+ · · · , (8)
where M2 and M ′
2
are Borel mass parameters.
The OPE side of the correlation function is calculated in deep Euclidean region, where
p2 → −∞ and p′2 → −∞. To proceed, the explicit expressions of the interpolating currents
are inserted into the correlation function in Eq. (2). After contracting out all quark pairs
via Wick’s theorem we get
Π(p, p′, q) = i2
∫
d4x
∫
d4ye−ip·xeip
′·yεabcεijℓ
×
{
γ5γµS
cj
d (y − x)γ5CSbi
T
u (y − x)CγµSahu (y)γ5Shℓb[c](−x)
− γ5γµScjd (y − x)γ5CSai
T
u (y − x)CγµSbhu (y)γ5Shℓb[c](−x)
}
, (9)
where Siℓb[c](x) represents the heavy quark propagator which is given by [36]
Siℓb[c](x) =
i
(2pi)4
∫
d4ke−ik·x
{
δiℓ
6k −mb[c] −
gsG
αβ
iℓ
4
σαβ(6k +mb[c]) + (6k +mb[c])σαβ
(k2 −m2b[c])2
+
pi2
3
〈αsGG
pi
〉δiℓmb[c]
k2 +mb[c] 6k
(k2 −m2b[c])4
+ · · ·
}
, (10)
and Su(x) and Sd(x) are the light quark propagators and are given by
Sijq (x) = i
6x
2pi2x4
δij − mq
4pi2x2
δij − 〈q¯q〉
12
(
1− imq
4
6x
)
δij − x
2
192
m20〈q¯q〉
(
1− imq
6
6x
)
δij
− igsG
ij
θη
32pi2x2
[ 6xσθη + σθη 6x] + · · · . (11)
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The substitution of these explicit forms of the heavy and light quark propagators into Eq. (9)
is followed by the usage of the following Fourier transformations in D = 4 dimensions:
1
[(y − x)2]n =
∫
dDt
(2pi)D
e−it·(y−x) i (−1)n+1 2D−2n piD/2 Γ(D/2− n)
Γ(n)
(
− 1
t2
)D/2−n
,
1
[y2]n
=
∫
dDt′
(2pi)D
e−it
′·y i (−1)n+1 2D−2n piD/2 Γ(D/2− n)
Γ(n)
(
− 1
t′2
)D/2−n
. (12)
Then, the four-x and four-y integrals are performed in the sequel of the replacements
xµ → i ∂∂pµ and yµ → −i ∂∂p′µ . As a result, these integrals turn into Dirac delta functions
which are used to take the four-integrals over k and t′. Finally the Feynman parametrization
and
∫
d4t
(t2)β
(t2 + L)α
=
ipi2(−1)β−αΓ(β + 2)Γ(α− β − 2)
Γ(2)Γ(α)[−L]α−β−2 , (13)
are used to perform the remaining four-integral over t.
The correlation function in OPE side is obtained in terms of different structures as
Π(p, p′, q) = Π1(q
2)γ5 +Π2(q
2) 6pγ5 +Π3(q2) 6q 6pγ5 +Π4(q2) 6qγ5, (14)
where each Πi(q
2) function includes the contributions coming from both the perturbative
and non-perturbative parts and can be written as
Πi(q
2) =
∫
ds
∫
ds′
ρperti (s, s
′, q2) + ρnon−perti (s, s
′, q2)
(s− p2)(s′ − p′2) . (15)
The imaginary parts of the Πi functions give the spectral densities ρi(s, s
′, q2) appearing in
the last equation, viz. ρi(s, s
′, q2) = 1
π
Im[Πi]. As examples, we present only the explicit
forms of the spectral functions ρpert1 (s, s
′, q2) and ρnon−pert1 (s, s
′, q2) corresponding to the
Dirac structure γ5, which are obtained as
ρpert1 (s, s
′, q2) =
{
− mb[c]mus
′2
64pi4(q2 −m2b[c])
Θ[L1(s, s
′, q2)] +
∫ 1
0
dx
∫ 1−x
0
dy
1
64pi4u3
×
[
2m4b[c]x
2
(
1 + 3x2 − y + 6xy − 4x)
)
+m3b[c]x
(
3mdu(2x− 1) +mu(3 + 2x2
− 3y − 5x− 2xy)
)
+ 2m2b[c]x
(
s(12x4 + y2 − y − 30x3 + 36x3y − 6x+ 20xy
− 13xy2 + 24x2 − 55x2y + 24x2y2) + q2xy(18x− 24xy + 7y − 12x2 − 6)
+ s′y(12x3 + 7y − 4y2 − 27x2 + 36x2y + 18x− 43xy + 24xy2 − 3)
)
+ 2s2u2x
(
10x3 + 6x− 15xy + 2y − 16x2 + 20x2y
)
+ 2q4x2y2
(
10x2 − 7y
− 16x+ 20xy + 6
)
+ 2s′
2
y2u2
(
10x2 − 3y − 12x+ 20xy
)
− 4q2s′xy2
(
10x3
+ 9y − 5y2 − 24x2 + 30x2y + 18x− 39xy + 20xy2 − 4
)
+ 2suy
(
q2x(32x2
4
− 40x2y − 20x3 − 2y − 13x+ 22xy + 1) + s′(20x4 − 48x3 + 60x3y − y + y2
− 8x+ 27xy − 18xy2 + 36x2 − 86x2y + 40x2y2)
)
+ 3mb[c]muu
(
q2x(x+ 2y
− 3xy − 1) + sux(3x− 1) + s′u(3xy − x− y)
)
−mb[c]mu
(
q2x(3x2y − 3x2
+ 7y − 4y2 + 6x− 10xy − 3xy2 − 3)− sux(3x2 − y − 6x− 6xy + 3)
− 3s′u(x2y − x2 + y − y + x− 3xy − xy2)
)]
Θ[L2(s, s
′, q2)]
}
, (16)
and
ρnon−pert1 (s, s
′, q2) =
{ 1
16pi2(m2b[c] − q2)
[
2mb[c]mdmu〈d¯d〉+
(
mb[c](3m
2
u − 3mdmu − 2s′)
+ md(4m
2
u + s− s′) + 2mus′
)
〈u¯u〉
]
− 〈αsG
2
pi
〉
[
mb[c]muq
2s′
2
192pi2(q2 −m2b[c])4
− 9mb[c]s
′(md +mu) + 2s
′(q2 − 2s+ 5s′)
1152pi2(q2 −m2b[c])2
− mb[c](md − 3mu)
128pi2(q2 −m2b[c])
]
− m20〈d¯d〉
3mb[c] + 4md
96pi2(m2b[c] − q2)
+m20〈u¯u〉
9mb[c] + 3md − 7mu
96pi2(m2b[c] − q2)
}
Θ[L1(s, s
′, q2)]
+
∫ 1
0
dx
∫ 1−x
0
dy
{
1
8pi2u
[
〈d¯d〉
(
mb[c] − 2mb[c]x−muu+md(3x− 1)(y + u)
)
+ 〈u¯u〉
(
mb[c] − 2mb[c]x− 4mdu− 2mu(y − 3xy − 3xu)
)]
+ 〈αsG
2
pi
〉 1
96pi2u3
×
[
3u2(3x− 1)(y + u) + xy(1− y + x(3x+ 6y − 4))
]}
Θ[L2(s, s
′, q2)],
(17)
where
L1(s, s
′, q2) = s′,
L2(s, s
′, q2) = −m2b[c]x+ sx− sx2 + s′y + q2xy − sxy − s′xy − s′y2,
u = x+ y − 1, (18)
with Θ[...] being the unit-step function.
As we previously mentioned, the QCD sum rules for the strong form factors are obtained
by matching the hadronic and OPE sides of the correlation function. As a result, for γ5
structure, we get
gΛbNB[ΛcND](q
2) = −e
m2
Λb [Λc]
M2 e
m2
N
M′
2
(mb[c] +mu)(q
2 −m2B[D])
m2B[D]fB[D]λ
†
Λb[Λc]
λN (mNmΛb[Λc] −m2Λb[Λc])
×
{∫ s0
(mb[c]+mu+md)2
ds
∫ s′0
(2mu+md)2
ds′e−
s
M2 e
− s
′
M′
2
[
ρpert1 (s, s
′, q2) + ρnon−pert1 (s, s
′, q2)
]}
,
(19)
where s0 and s
′
0 are continuum thresholds in Λb[Λc] and N channels, respectively.
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3 Numerical results
This section contains the numerical analysis of the obtained sum rules for the strong cou-
pling form factors including their behavior in terms of Q2 = −q2. For the analysis, we use
the input parameters given in table 1.
Parameters Values
mb (4.18± 0.03) GeV[37]
mc (1.275± 0.025) GeV[37]
md 4.8
+0.5
−0.3 MeV[37]
mu 2.3
+0.7
−0.5 MeV [37]
mB (5279.26± 0.17) MeV [37]
mD (1864.84± 0.07) MeV [37]
mN (938.272046± 0.000021) MeV [37]
mΛb (5619.5± 0.4) MeV [37]
mΛc (2286.46± 0.14) MeV [37]
fB (248± 23exp ± 25V ub) MeV [38]
fD (205.8± 8.5± 2.5) MeV [39]
λ2N 0.0011± 0.0005 GeV6 [40]
λΛb (3.85± 0.56)10−2 GeV3 [22]
λΛc (3.34± 0.47)10−2 GeV3 [22]
〈u¯u〉(1 GeV ) = 〈d¯d〉(1 GeV ) −(0.24± 0.01)3 GeV3 [41]
〈αsG2
π
〉 (0.012± 0.004) GeV4 [42]
m20(1 GeV ) (0.8± 0.2) GeV2 [42]
Table 1: Input parameters used in calculations.
The analysis starts by the determination of the working regions for the auxiliary pa-
rameters M2, M ′2, s0 and s
′
0. These parameters, which arise due to the double Borel
transformation and continuum subtraction, are not physical parameters so the strong cou-
pling form factors should be almost independent of these parameters. Being related to the
energy of the first excited states in the initial and final channels, the continuum thresholds
are not completely arbitrary. The continuum thresholds s0 and s
′
0 are the energy squares
which characterize the beginning of the continuum. If we denote the ground states masses in
the initial and final channels respectively by m andm′, the quantities
√
s0−m and
√
s′0−m′
are the energies needed to excite the particles to their first excited states with the same
quantum numbers. The
√
s0 −m and
√
s′0 −m′ are well known for the states under con-
sideration [37], where they lie roughly between 0.1 GeV and 0.3 GeV. These values lead to
the working intervals of the continuum thresholds as 32.7[5.7] GeV2 ≤ s0 ≤ 34.5[6.7] GeV2
and 1.08 GeV2 ≤ s′0 ≤ 1.56 GeV2 for the strong vertex ΛbNB[ΛcND].
In the determination of the working regions of Borel parameters M2 and M ′2, one
considers the pole dominance as well as the convergence of the OPE. In technique language,
the upper bounds on these parameters are obtained by requiring that the pole contribution
6
exceeds the contributions of the higher states and continuum, i.e. the condition∫ ∞
s0
ds
∫ ∞
s′0
ds′e−
s
M2 e
− s
′
M′
2 ρi(s, s
′, Q2)∫ ∞
smin
ds
∫ ∞
s′min
ds′e−
s
M2 e
− s
′
M′
2 ρi(s, s
′, Q2)
< 1/3 , (20)
should be satisfied, where for each structure ρi(s, s
′, Q2) = ρperti (s, s
′, Q2)+ρnon−perti (s, s
′, Q2),
smin = (mb[c] + mu + md)
2 and s′min = (2mu + md)
2. The lower bounds on M2 and M ′2
are obtained by demanding that the contribution of the perturbative part exceeds the non-
perturbative contributions. These considerations lead to the windows 10[2] GeV2 ≤M2 ≤
20[6] GeV2 and 1 GeV2 ≤ M ′2 ≤ 3 GeV2 for the Borel mass parameters corresponding to
the strong vertex ΛbNB[ΛcND] in which our results have weak dependencies on the Borel
mass parameters (see figures 1-2).
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Figure 1: Left: gΛbNB(Q
2 = 0) as a function of the Borel mass M2 at average values of
continuum thresholds. Right: gΛbNB(Q
2 = 0) as a function of the Borel mass M ′
2
at
average values of continuum thresholds.
Now, we use the working regions of auxiliary parameters as well as values of other
input parameters to find out the dependency of the strong coupling form factors on Q2.
Our numerical calculations reveal that the following fit function well describes the strong
coupling form factors in terms of Q2:
gΛbNB[ΛcND](Q
2) = c1 exp
[
− Q
2
c2
]
+ c3, (21)
where the values of the parameters c1, c2 and c3 for different structures are presented in
tables 2 and 3 for ΛbNB and ΛcND, respectively. In figure 3, we depict the dependence
of the strong coupling form factors on Q2 at average values of the continuum thresholds
and Borel mass parameters for both the QCD sum rules and fitting results. From this
figure, we see that the QCD sum rules are truncated at some points at negative values of
Q2 and the fitting results coincide well with the sum rules predictions up to these points.
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Figure 2: The same as figure 1 but for gΛcND(Q
2 = 0).
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Figure 3: Left: gΛbNB(Q
2) as a function of Q2 at average values of the continuum thresholds
and Borel mass parameters. Right: gΛcND(Q
2) as a function of Q2 at average values of the
continuum thresholds and Borel mass parameters.
The values of the strong coupling constants obtained from the fit function at Q2 = −m2B[D]
for all structures are given in table 4. The errors appearing in the results are due to the
uncertainties of the input parameters and those coming from the calculations of the working
regions for the auxiliary parameters. From table 4, we see that all structures except that
γ5 lead to very close results. We also depict the average of the coupling constants under
consideration, obtained from all the structures used, in table 4.
At this stage, we compare our result of the coupling constant gΛcND obtained at Q
2 = 0
with that of Ref. [19] for the Dirac structure 6 qγ5. At Q2 = 0, we get the result gΛcND =
7.28± 2.18 for this structure, which is consistent with the prediction of [19], i.e., gΛcND =√
4pi(1.9± 0.6) = 6.74± 2.12 within the errors.
To summarize, we have calculated the strong coupling constants gΛbNB and gΛcND in
the framework of the three-point QCD sum rules. Our results can be used in the bottom
and charmed mesons clouds description of the nucleon which may be used to explain exotic
8
structure c1 c2(GeV
2) c3
γ5 0.69± 0.21 22.96± 6.66 6.67± 2.00
6pγ5 0.90± 0.27 18.60± 5.58 8.28± 2.32
6qγ5 1.04± 0.31 16.40± 4.92 9.87± 2.67
6q 6pγ5 0.95± 0.28 17.10± 4.79 8.96± 2.69
Table 2: Parameters appearing in the fit function of the coupling form factor for ΛbNB
vertex.
structure c1 c2(GeV
2) c3
γ5 −0.08± 0.02 −17.74± 4.79 0.97± 0.29
6pγ5 −9.01± 2.70 −328.82± 98.65 14.81± 4.00
6qγ5 −20.04± 5.81 −1221.76± 366.53 27.32± 8.20
6q 6pγ5 0.86± 0.26 16.63± 4.82 4.05± 1.22
Table 3: Parameters appearing in the fit function of the coupling form factor for ΛcND
vertex.
events observed by different experiments. The obtained results can also be used in analysis
of the results of heavy ion collision experiments like PANDA at FAIR. These results may
also be used in exact determinations of the modifications in the masses, decay constants
and other parameters of the B and D mesons in nuclear medium.
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